
Module 6
Topic 2

Multiple Choice: Choose the BEST answer.

1. Ideally, a motorist should try to enter an expressway

a. on the exit ramp
b. at a slower speed than the traffic already on the expressway
c. at a speed faster than the traffic already on the expressway
d. at the same speed as traffic already on the expressway

2. If a driver mistakenly enters the wrong entrance ramp and is headed in the wrong
destination (i.e., going east when he wanted to go west), he should

a. stop immediately
b. back up to get off the ramp
c. continue on in that direction until he comes to the next exit
d. stop, get off the side of road, turn around and exit

3. The correct procedure for entering an expressway is

a. read ramp signs, search ahead and behind for gaps in traffic, signal, adjust speed,
merge and blend with traffic'

b. signal, scan ahead and behind for gaps, merge and accelerate to speed of traffic
c. signal, scan ahead and behind for gaps in traffic, slow to yield and merge

4. The most dangerous mistake to make when entering an expressway is

a. not accelerating enough
h. taking the curves too fast
c. not giving a signal
d. entering the exit ramp



5. At expressway speeds, you should maintain a following distance of at least

a. 2 -3 seconds
b. 3 -4 seconds
c. 10 seconds
d. 15 - 20 seconds

6. You should increase your following distance on an expressway

a. when weather conditions are bad'
b. when following large trucks
c. when you are being tailgated
d. all answers are correct

7. The correct procedure for changing lanes is

a. signal, check mirrors, steer smoothly into lane, cancel signal
b. check ahead, behind and beside you, check blind spot, signal, adjust speed, cancel

signal
c. check traffic ahead, behind and beside you, signal, select gap, check blind spots,

adjust speed, steer smoothly into lane, cancel signal
d. signal, check mirrors, check blind spots, steer into lane

__ 8. When exiting an expressway, it is important to

a. plan your exit in advance
b. signal any changes in position
c. move to the lane nearest the deceleration lane (one quarter of a mile before the exit)
d. all answers are correct

9. A lane in which vehicles exit and enter an expressway is called a(n)

a. acceleration lane
b. weave lane
c. deceleration lane
d. restricted lane

TRUE/FALSE
__ 1. Driving with the flow of traffic is the best way to maintain a space cushion around your

vehicle.

2. On expressways the far right lane should be used by faster moving traffic.



__ 3. Peripheral vision is affected by the speed of the vehicle.

__ 4. The best way to be prepared for a blocked lane is to allow for an escape route to one sit..•..
of your vehicle.

5. When being passed on an expressway, a driver should be careful not to decrease his
speed.

__ 6. Passing on an expressway includes special challenges for the novice driver including
higher speeds, passing on right and left, and vehicles and drivers on both sides moving
into the same lane.


